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Box, C. J. Blood trail. Prince Frederick, MD : Recorded Books, p2008. Read by David Chandler. "When an elk hunter is shot, [strung up, gutted, and flayed in a gruesome parody of the region's hunting rituals], Wyoming governor Spencer Rulon assigns Joe [Pickett] to the investigative team headed by Joe's nemesis, game and fish director Randy Pope. The authorities suspect a group led by antihunting activist Klamath Moore, but Joe thinks an enigmatic clue near the body points to a serial killer. As usual, Joe stands alone against official protocol, placing his career and life in peril by following his hunches. He persuades Rulon to release his pal, iconoclast Nate Romanowski, who's awaiting trial on spurious charges, to help him on the case."--from Publishers Weekly.

Box, C. J. Blue heaven. Unabridged ed. New York : Macmillan Audio, p2008. Read by John Bedford Lloyd. A twelve-year-old girl and her younger brother go on the run in the woods of North Idaho, pursued by four men they have just watched commit murder--four men who know exactly who William and Annie are, and who know exactly where their desperate mother is waiting for news of her children's fate. Retired cops from Los Angeles, the killers easily persuade the inexperienced sheriff to let them lead the search for the missing children. William and Annie's unexpected savior comes in the form of an old-school rancher teetering on the brink of foreclosure.--From publisher description.

Box, C. J. Three weeks to say goodbye. New York, NY : Macmillan Audio, p2009. Read by John Bedford Lloyd. After years of trying to conceive, Jack and Melissa's hopes of parenthood become a reality with Angelina, their newly adopted daughter. However, sparks and suspicions flare when Angelina's biological father wants his daughter back and his motives appear to be anything but genuine.

Deaver, Jeffery. The broken window : a Lincoln Rhyme novel. New York, NY : Audioworks, p2008. Read by Dennis Boutsikaris. A psychotic killer with access to the country's biggest data miner was using detailed information to work his way into the lives of victims. He would rape, rob, and kill them, and then blame unsuspecting innocents for the crimes. The perp had, in short, found a perfect means to literally get away with murder - until one of his victims turned out to be Lincoln Rhyme's cousin. Lincoln agrees to look into the case and in the process unravels a spider web of crime that the killer had woven.

Deaver, Jeffery. The cold moon : [a Lincoln Rhyme novel]. New York : Simon & Schuster Audio, p2006. Read by Joe Mantegna. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are pitched against a Watchmaker, who plans his carnage with the precision of a timepiece.

Deaver, Jeffery. Nocturne : and other unabridged twisted stories. New...
Read by Bobby Cannavale, Boyd Gaines, Michele Pawk, Frederick Weller. Selected unabridged tales of suspense from the author's collection, Twisted.

CD-BOOK DEA
Read by Michele Pawk. In California's Monterey Peninsula, a killer leaves roadside crosses along highways to mark future victims. Agent Kathryn Dance, a body language expert at the California Bureau of Investigation, investigates the case, discovering that not only is the killer using blogs and social networking sites to select his victims, but that he also is a troubled teenager bent on revenge. As Dance works towards catching her suspect, she finds her efforts hampered by politicians and the bloggers themselves.

CD-BOOK DEA
Read by Anne Twomey.

CD-BOOK DEA
Read by Dennis Boutsikaris. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs have to figure out why a killer is going after a high school girl.

CD-BOOK PRE
Read by Scott Sowers. The world's biggest supercollider, hidden deep in an Arizona mountain, will probe what happened at the very moment of creation: the Big Bang itself. The brainchild of Nobel laureate Gregory North Hazelius, Isabella is the most expensive machine ever built. Will it unlock the mysteries of the universe? Will it, as some warn, suck the earth into a mini black hole? Or is it, as the powerful televangelist Reverand Don T. Spates thunders, a Satanic attempt to disprove Genesis and challenge God Almighty on the very throne of heaven? The day is looming when Hazelius and his team of twelve scientists will turn on Isabella--and what they will then discover must be hidden from the world at all costs. The entire world is holding its breath. Wyman Ford, ex-monk and CIA operative, is tapped by the U.S. government to wrest from the team their secret, a secret that will either destroy the world--or save it. The countdown begins.

CD-BOOK PRE
Read by Scott Brick. The Museum of Natural History receives back a pilfered gem collection, which has been is ground to dust. To quell the PR nightmare the museum decides to reopen the Tomb of Senef; that's when the killings and talk of ancient curse start. FBI agent Pendergast is pitted against his brilliant, psychotic brother Diogenes.

CD-BOOK PRE
Read by René Auberjonois. In the wake of a brutal attack on a prominent Manhattan journalist and his wife, clues identify the assailant as a man who had been believed dead, in a case that prompts Captain Hayward, Pendergast, and D'Agosta to infiltrate a deadly cult.
Read by David Colacci. A biotechnology thriller on a cure for flu. The protagonist is Guy Carson, a DNA engineer in a laboratory in New Mexico working on an anti-virus. So far, the anti-virus has killed people and Carson's job is to fix that. But it's a prolonged task and the company is in a hurry to make a profit. And are they really after a cure?.

Dick Hill. "When police find two skeletons locked in a bony embrace deep in the mud off the Manhattan shoreline, Natural History Museum curator Margo Green is called in to aid in the investigation. She soon realizes that the expertise the cops want is the result of her ordeal last year, battling the horrific beast loose in the basement corridors of the Museum. Because the skeletons show signs, not only of foul play, but of abnormalities point to one thing: the awakening of a slumbering nightmare. Aided by Lieutenant D'Agosta, the enigmatic FBI agent Pendergast, and the brilliant scientist Dr. Frock, the search for answers will take Margo and her team far beneath the city of Manhattan, into an underworld few know exist - and fewer still would dare to go" -- book description.

Read by Scott Sowers.

Read by René Auberjonois. While on a grand tour Pendergast and Constance learn that a rare and dangerous artifact the monks have been guarding for generations has been mysteriously stolen. Pendergast takes up the search which leads them to the maiden voyage of the Queen Victoria.


In the wake of an elk hunter's grisly murder, Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett is directed by the governor to investigate the relevance of a mysterious poker chip found at the crime scene. But when two previous suspicious hunting accidents are viewed in a new light, the implications force Governor Rulon to end the hunting season early for the first time in state history. Meanwhile, the arrival of a radical antihunting activist complicates matters further.

A twelve-year-old girl and her younger brother go on the run in the woods of North Idaho, pursued by four men they have just watched commit murder--four men who know exactly who William and Annie are, and who know exactly where their desperate mother is waiting for news of her children's fate. Retired cops from Los Angeles, the killers easily persuade the inexperienced sheriff to let them lead the search for the missing children. William and Annie's unexpected savior comes in the form of an old-school rancher teetering on the brink of foreclosure.--From publisher description.

Having recently lost his job as a Wyoming game warden, Joe
Pickett is recruited by the devious governor Rulon to oversee a murder investigation involving a confessed killer and overlapping jurisdictions that enabled the man's release. -- TitleSource III.
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Deaver, Jeffery. The bodies left behind. 1st Simon & Schuster hardcover ed. New York : Simon & Schuster, 2008. Arriving at a deserted lake house to investigate an aborted call to police, Deputy Anna McCafferty walks into the middle of a heinous crime and is deprived of her weapon, car, and phone, forced to flee, along with the twenty-five-year-old daughter of the murdered couple, into the surrounding forest to escape the perpetrators who must eliminate any potential witnesses.
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Deaver, Jeffery. Roadside crosses. 1st Simon & Schuster hardcover ed. New York : Simon & Schuster, 2009. Body language expert Kathryn Dance and deputy Michael O'Neil investigate attacks on and murders of individuals who have posted messages about the deaths of two high school students on a local blog and suspect the driver in the fatal accident may be leaving roadside crosses as warnings about who his next victim will be.

FIC DEAVER
Deaver, Jeffery. The sleeping doll. New York : Simon and Schuster,
The world's biggest supercollider, hidden deep in an Arizona mountain, will probe what happened at the very moment of creation: the Big Bang itself. The brainchild of Nobel laureate Gregory North Hazelius, Isabella is the most expensive machine ever built. Will it unlock the mysteries of the universe? Will it, as some warn, suck the earth into a mini black hole? Or is it, as the powerful televangelist Reverand Don T. Spates thunders, a Satanic attempt to disprove Genesis and challenge God Almighty on the very throne of heaven? The day is looming when Hazelius and his team of twelve scientists will turn on Isabella—and what they will then discover must be hidden from the world at all costs. The entire world is holding its breath. Wyman Ford, ex-monk and CIA operative, is tapped by the U.S. government to wrest from the team their secret, a secret that will either destroy the world—or save it. The countdown begins.
A biotechnology thriller on a cure for flu. The protagonist is Guy Carson, a DNA engineer in a laboratory in New Mexico working on an anti-virus. So far, the anti-virus has killed people and Carson's job is to fix that. But it's a prolonged task and the company is in a hurry to make a profit. And are they really after a cure?

A twelve-year-old girl and her younger brother witness a brutal murder and go on the run in the woods of northern Idaho—pursued by four men who know exactly who the children are, and where their desperate mother is waiting by the phone for news of her children's fate. In a ranching community increasingly populated by L. A. transplants living in gaudy McMansions, the children soon find they don't know whom they can trust among the hundreds of retired Southern California cops who have given the area its nickname: "Blue Heaven."—Back cover.

Read by Scott Brick. Psychotic killer Diogenes faces down his incarcerated FBI agent brother, while the Museum of Natural History reopens a long-closed tomb exhibit, a decision that coincides with a series of murders and sparks rumors about an ancient curse.